Every Teacher Needs An Ally

Teacher Ally is a web-based tool included with your Learning Ally membership that makes it easier to individualize instruction for students with print disabilities. With just a few clicks, teachers can create and manage a tailored program for each student: selecting audiobooks, reviewing progress on assignments with web reports, and making informed recommendations about additional interventions.

Audiobooks are a proven resource to help students improve reading comprehension and academic performance. Now with Teacher Ally, instructors have the additional capabilities and insights they need to provide that extra level of support to make their students even more successful.

3 Key Benefits for You and Your Students

**Personalized Learning**
Easily select audiobooks to meet each individual student’s instructional needs. Use web reports to track book usage, evaluate progress, provide feedback and ensure success.

**Improved Communication**
A clean web reporting interface allows teachers, administrators and parents to share information and review student results.

**Reduced Time and Effort**
Setting up each student’s account, certifying disabilities and assigning books is quick and easy.

Learning Ally. Making reading accessible for all.
Personalized Instruction Helps Teachers Guide Students to Succeed

My Students

Select and assign books easily

Make informed recommendations for additional resources for each student

Alerts to identify which students need books

Effectively monitor reading engagement with at-a-glance page counts*

Teacher Ally Connects ALL Stakeholders

Teacher Ally fully engages administrators, teachers, specialists—and even parents—in the learning process to help students achieve educational success. Administrators can monitor utilization while teachers make informed recommendations for additional resources based on individual student reports. A student’s progress report can be shared with parents to keep them up-to-date on their child’s specific needs.

Contact a Learning Ally membership specialist today!
Call 800.221.4792 or Email Custserv@LearningAlly.org

About Learning Ally

Learning Ally works with thousands of schools across the U.S. and has been selected by 10 states as a SPED resource—addressing the reading interventions specified in students’ IEPs and 504 plans. Our collection of more than 75,000 digitally recorded textbooks and literature titles—downloadable and easily accessible—is the largest of its kind in the world.